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AWC FINE WINE
Chef AntoniA bellini
Originally from Chile, Antonia studied Industrial Design
at University before deciding that she wanted to transition
into the culinary business. Relocating to London to gain
professional accreditation, she earned her diploma at
Leiths School of Food and Wine.
Experienced in all aspects of preparation and service,
Antonia has previously worked for several large catering
companies, has been employed as a private home chef, has
orchestrated director’s lunches in The City and has passed
along her wealth of cooking knowledge as an educator and
instructor.
Currently Antonia works as the in-house chef for AWC
and for two other private clients. Her focus is on crafting
exceptional dishes for intimate dining experiences.
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foie grAs bAllotine With peAr CoMpote on toAsted brioChe
(Serves 20)

ingredients
1 lobe of fresh foie gras, weighing approx. 400g

1 tbsp honey

1.5kg rock salt

1 lemon, juiced

1 small loaf of brioche

1 tbsp cider vinegar

2 whole pears, chopped into small brunoise (small cubes)

1 sprig of rosemary

60ml white wine

Sea salt and black pepper

2 ½ tbsp sugar

Chervil to garnish

prepArAtion
Stage 1 (24 hours in advance of serving) - To prepare the foie gras:
◦ Scatter a third of the rock salt into the bottom of a broad based dish.
◦ Gently place the foie gras lobe onto the salt and press lightly.
◦ Cover the top and sides with the remaining salt, ensuring that the foie gras has contact on all sides with the salt.
◦ Leave to cure at room temperature for 3 hours.
◦ Gently take the foie gras out of the salt and rinse under cold, running water, not excessively, but just to ensure that no granules of salt remain.
Pat the foie gras dry.
◦ Remove the veins and arteries.
a. Each piece of foie gras has a network of veins and arteries concealed within it and, while the foie gras is soft, it is relatively easy to extract them.
b. Locate the network with your fingers. Starting with the largest vein in the centre, pinch the vein, raise it gently and, using the edge of a sharp
knife, scrape away the foie gras to reveal the network of veins that runs out of the liver from this central point.
c. Continue to hold the main vein up, out, and away from the lobe. Once the finer veins have been unearthed, pull slightly harder on this main
vein while simultaneously teasing underneath the tips of the smaller veins until one by one they pull away and uproot from the liver. Discard
this central vein and the lesser veins.
d. Repeat steps b. and c. to carefully remove the arteries, which fan out in the opposite direction from underneath the vein network. Some
arteries may snap in this process if you scrape and pull too hard, which will then necessitate more cuts to extract them, so move slowly and
with deliberate care.
◦ While the foie gras is still opened out, season the exposed centre with a little sea salt and freshly ground black pepper, then reshape the lobe by
folding the outer edges back towards the centre. Gently transfer to a tray and place in the refrigerator for about 30 minutes, to firm up.
◦ Once the foie gras has chilled, lay out 3 sheets of cling film on your work surface, stacked directly on top of one another. Place the foie gras in the
middle of the stack, and roll it up into a tight, sausage-like ballotine (approx. 3 cm in diameter). Secure each end of the tube with a short piece
of string. Make sure it is a very tight and firm cylinder!
◦ Place the cling film wrapped ballotine into a large container of ice water and leave it for 2 hours. At this stage, remove it from the ice water, pat
the exterior of the tube dry and transfer it to the refrigerator. Leave to set overnight.
Stage 2 – To make the pear compote:
◦ Place the pears, sugar, honey, rosemary, lemon juice, and cider vinegar in a small saucepan.
◦ Heat to simmering and cook until the pears are translucent and the liquid is syrupy.
◦ Remove and discard the rosemary sprig.
Stage 3 - To prepare the brioche:
◦ Thinly slice the brioche and stamp out small circles or squares with a canapé cutter.
◦ Place in a preheated oven, and toast until golden and crisp. Allow to cool.
Stage 4 - To assemble for service:
◦ Using a very sharp knife, slice the foie gras into even slices (approx. 1 cm thick) and place each one on a piece of brioche.
◦ Spoon a small amount of pear compote over the top and garnish with a sprig of chervil.
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suggested Wine pAiring:
2006 ChâteAu d’yqueM
“This light gold wine offers up a sensational smorgasbord of aromas including huge honeyed pineapple and other
caramelised tropical fruit flavours, massive richness, and a viscous, unctuous texture with the oak beautifully
integrated...this is a powerful wine, but it is one built more on finesse and elegance...Bravo!”
- 96-98+ Points, The Wine Advocate

AlternAte Wine pAirings:
2006 L’Extravagent de Doisy-Daëne, Château Doisy-Daëne
2009 Château Rieussec
2005 Château Doisy-Daëne
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